
Photo Finish! 
The Dive Team finished off the season with 
the closest meet yet at home against 
Mantua. Mantua defeated Woodley by the 
narrowest of margins, 37-35, and went on to 
win the Division VII title for the 2021 season. 
Woodley placed a solid third in the division. 
Once again, there were outstanding dives 
by all as well as first place finishes by Rylan 
Woods, Ben Pollack, and Tatem Kline.         

Both Swim and Dive Teams then went on to 
Divisionals. The hardware was plentiful as evidenced by the long list 

below. Special thanks to our 
Swim & Dive Reps Carrie 
McCall & Emily Hoover who 
organized such an 
AMAZING party for all of 
the swimmers and divers to 
celebrate such a fun season 
and return to the pool! We 
all appreciate all of the long 
hours and hard work!       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ALL 
STARS  

Lillie Bell                    
Intermediate Girls Dive   
Eliot Frankovich        
Freestyle & Backstroke 
Caleb Hoover                           
Dive Alternate      
Tatem Kline            
Intermediate Girls Dive 
Eliza Pollack                
Freshman Girls Dive  
Angela Witt-Leiva         
Freestyle & Butterfly   
Rylan Woods              
Freestyle

MEDALISTS FROM SWIM & DIVE DIVISIONALS! 
FIRST PLACE: Eliot Frankovich (free), Sophia Niday (breast), Eliza Pollack (back & Freshman girl), Sophia 
Rodas (free), Paul Thiede (breast), Angela Witt-Leiva (fly), Rylan Woods (free & fly) SECOND PLACE: Vivian 
Fernandez (breast), Eliot Frankovich (back), Kate Harrington (free), Cooper Keefer (free), Tatem Kline 
(Intermediate Girl), Brad McCall (back), Caitlin McCall (back), Sophia Niday (fly), Scarlet Temme (breast), 
Angela Witt-Leiva (free) THIRD PLACE: Lillie Bell (Intermediate Girl), Eloise Jones (breast), Brad McCall 
(free), Caitlin McCall (IM), Eliza Pollack (fly), Nicolas Rodas (free), Sophia Rodas (back)  FOURTH PLACE: John 
Cascella (IM), Tessa Clark (breast), Caleb Hoover (Intermediate Boy), Eloise Jones (free), Cooper Keefer 
(breast), Evelyn Keefer (breast), Tatem Kline (fly), Avery Laboy (IM), Ben Pollack (free), Nicolas Rodas (fly)  
FIFTH PLACE: John Cascella (back), Persephone Erwin (fly), Helen Frankovich (back), David Graham (breast 
& fly), Avery Laboy (back), Ben Pollack (Junior Boy), Austin Schmidt (IM), Joseph Thiede (Freshman boy), 
Emerie Woods (free & back) SIXTH PLACE: Luciana Fernandez (breast), Evelyn Keefer (free), Max McCall 
(IM), Violet Napoli (fly), Ben Pollack (IM), Joseph Thiede (breast)                      
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From Your Team Rep! 
I am filled with immense gratitude and 
appreciation for your extremely generous and 
thoughtful gifts! I truly enjoyed being the swim 
team rep this summer! I was extremely grateful 
for our children’s sake, that NVSL moved 
forward with a regular swim season. It gave us 
all a chance to see our swimmers’ enthusiasm 
and love of the sport. And reignited the Warrior 
spirit in all of us! It made all of the hours I 
spent on swim tasks worth it! From the Mini 
Warriors accomplishments, swimmers’ personal 
best times, and the exciting races, it made it a 
summer to remember! 

Many thanks to all of the parent helpers! 
Without your dedication, we could not have 
pulled off this exciting season. Our kids had 
fun, we had fun watching them, and I can’t wait 
to share it all again with you next summer! 
Your generous gift will be put to good use on 
our much needed vacation next month.  

I look forward to enjoying a glass of my themed 
wine and relaxing on the beach later this 
summer! Thank you again! 
  
Forever a Warrior,  

Carrie McCall  
Swim Team Rep 

Winter Swim 
Woodley Warriors has decided NOT to have a 
winter swim program this year. We are working 
on gathering information about other winter 
swim programs in our area and will distribute 
that information soon. 

Weekly Warriors Schedule 

Saturday, July 31: ALL STARS SWIM 
at Springboard Pool! Back at 8:30 am, 
Fly 10:50 am, & Free 1:10 pm. 

Sunday, August 1: ALL STARS DIVE at 
Great Falls Swim and Tennis Club! 
Freshman at 8:00 am & Int 11:00 am. 
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WOODLEY WARRIOR FINAL NOTES 
•Awards: If you were not able to attend the awards ceremony all medals have 
been placed in your file folder in the coach’s closet. You may pick them up the 
next time you are at the pool. Ask a lifeguard for assistance if the door is locked.  

•Recipes: We would like to start a Woodley Warrior recipe book. If you  would 
like to share any of your recipes from the pot luck dinner, please submit your 
recap to woodleyswimrep@gmail.com  

•Pictures: Special thanks to Michelle Kline for the amazing picture wall! If you 
would like a digital copy of any of your pictures, email mkline76@gmail.com   
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